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Cadaveria - In Your Blood (2007)

  

    1 "100.000 Faces" - 3:01  2 "The Dream" - 4:15  3 "Anagram" - 2:44  4 "Memento Audere
Semper" - 5:33  5 "Laying in Black" - 4:24  6 "Queen of Forgotten" - 4:57  7 "Exorcism to Chaos"
- 4:17  8 "Uneven Like Clouds" - 4:15  9 "Before the Apes Came" - 4:47  10 "Virtual Escape
from Tragedy" - 4:06  11 "Atypical Suggestions by a Dead Artist" - 3:33  12 "Enlightened" - 4:14 

  Bass – Killer Bob  Drums – Marçelo Santos  Guitar – Frank Booth  Vocals – Cadaveria    

 

  

So there is one song that I would play to the Man From Mars and say "this is what doomy black
metal is about". Atypical Suggestions By A Dead Artist is one of Cadaveria's shortest songs,
and is by far her shortest good song. That is important to what I want to make clear in this
review.

  

Good songs are neither shorter than or longer than they need to be. Some bands have songs
that go on for upwards of ten minutes, and one starts to wonder if they are ever going to end.
Cadaveria and her band seem to have the exact opposite problem on In Your Blood. Just as the
song is getting to a point where it feels like it is going to take you somewhere, it is over. The one
song from In Your Blood that I know has a video, The Dream, is like an attempt to create a sort
of Cadaveria For Remedial Classes. Okay, Cadaveria, we get it, you will not forget where you
come from. Can you please make a song that takes hold of a good riff and keeps it going for as
long as the song can take it?

  

The one song on this album that I listen to again and again, Atypical Suggestions By A Dead
Artist, is a capsule of everything that is missing from not only the other eleven songs on In Your
Blood, but also from every other ho-hum song in Cadaveria's catalogue. Very clearly influenced
by the Black Sabbath song Children Of The Grave, Atypical Suggestions By A Dead Artist
builds a very simple rhythmic pattern as Cadaveria speaks, very slightly harmonises, and roars
about how she, for example, needs to be loved once in a day. These verses build something.
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They give the listener a picture of a person who is unable to live life the way others expect them
to, and what kind of person they are. They go somewhere and create images, in other words.
None of the other eleven songs on In Your Blood do this. And given that Atypical Suggestions
By A Dead Artist is only slightly more than three and a half minutes long, spending money to
own this recording is a very shaky proposition indeed.

  

I guess what I am getting at here is that In Your Blood could really have stood to have been in
the songwriting stage for another six months or year. There are bands and artists who take
songs on the road and play them before audiences for long periods of time before settling down
to record albums with those songs on them. I doubt that any of the twelve songs on In Your
Blood would have made it into a recording studio, in this form, if they had been previewed in
such a fashion. Basically, this is one record you can definitely do without. ---Kronisk,
metal-archives.com
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